Name ____________
Ms. Leanne’s 4th Grade Media Class: Harvey Beaks

Class ______

A. Vocabulary
flyer

explanation

thief, bandit

guilty

blame

evidence

justice

obvious

Directions: Match the word with its definition by drawing a line.
1. flyer

a. proof, a reason to believe something

2. explanation

b. to point out something bad about someone

3. thief, bandit

c. small printed notice that tell us about an event

4. guilty

d. someone who steals things

5. blame

e. when you are the one who did something wrong

6. evidence

f. telling more about something to make it clear

7. justice

g. the fact that something is fair

8. obvious

h. clear, there could be no other answer

Directions: Fill in the blanks with a word from above.
9. Please give me an _____________________ about why you broke this window.
10. He can’t ___________________ him because I know he didn’t steal my pen.
11. In order to prove something is true, you need _____________________.
12. I found a ________________ for a chicken restaurant on the street.

B. Comprehension
Directions: Fill in the blank or circle the correct answer.
1. What does Harvey’s mom suggest they add to the hot chocolate?
 ____________________
2. What is Harvey missing?
a. popcorn b. a hoodie

c. his glasses

d. a movie

e. his tail

3. True/ False : Is it Harvey’s birthday?
4. What is Claire missing?  ______________________
5. What is the problem in this episode?
a. Harvey can’t watch a movie.
b. Foo stole all the stuff.
c. Harvey is the bandit.
d. Someone is stealing everyone’s stuff.
6. List some “bad stuff” that Fee and Foo did in this episode.
•

Fee _______________________________________________

•

Foo ______________________________________________

•

Foo and Fee ruined Perry Perry’s sketchbook.

7. The group decides to blame Foo and they tie him up to a tree. T/F
8. What evidence does Harvey collect near the tree?  _________________
9. Who is the real bandit?  ______________
10. Why did he steal?
a. He is evil.
b. He likes collecting stuff from his friends.
c. He likes eating stuff.
d. He likes taking things and selling them to Randl.
11. How is the problem solved?
 __________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
12. What did they forget at the end?  _____________________________________

